
ZERO-TOUCH
IMAGING

                               Persystent Suite simply does the “heavy lifting” to allow a smoother, 

                                faster,  and more effective transition towards the next step of an 

                                infrastructure evolution or better manage the existing IT framework.  

Our automated zero-touch imaging capabilities serve as the foundation for work-

space transformation by streamlining and enabling the success of necessary 

upgrades, optimizations and control processes across the enterprise compute 

landscape.  Zero-touch imaging impacts every segment of the PC life cycle from 

initial build and configuration to ongoing support management through retirement. 

It’s the focal point for upgrading the OS to meet next generation requirements or 

refreshing the many PCs within the enterprise to achieve today’s business needs. 

Persystent Suite‘s imaging power preserves PC integrity and provides automations 

to support PCaaS, Unified End Point Management, ITSM and SecOps initiatives.

END-TO-END AUTOMATION. 
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Optimize image management and 

facilitate workspace transformation

Persystent Suite’s zero-touch streamlines 

image creation, update or deployment 

because the processes are fully automated, 

file-based and fast. It creates and manages an 

ideal-state using proprietary automations and 

maintains finely-tuned and user-ready assets.

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DEMO
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Control the ongoing stability, integrity, consistency and continuity 

of workstations across the enterprise

   
Automated functions work autonomously
whether the PC is on or off the network.

Image deployment uses multicast to 
multiple computers to reduce network load.

Single-instance file storage ensures only one
copy of any app is stored across an enterprise.

Performs file-level imaging compared to the 
less flexible, traditional sector-based imaging.

Leverages the most advanced in-line 
encryption and compression techniques.

Automated task sequencing includes joining 
a domain, changing a computer name,  SID 
changes, and other post-imaging tasks.

ZERO-TOUCH 
IMAGING

ZERO TOUCH: 

   •  Faster, more reliable enablement of ideal images 

   •  Proprietary processes reduce time, eliminate mistakes, ensure 
      operational control, integrate with existing tools like SCCM

   •  More precision via file-based imaging,  single-instance storage

   •  Only solution to achieve in-line processing with encryption

SELF HEALING:

   •  Minimizes break/fix incidents, maintains optimized ideal state

   •  Near real-time remediation/recovery from corruption (break/fix), 
       mis-configuration, malware or poor/degraded PC performance

OS MIGRATION/UPGRADE:

   •  Faster, more accurate bare metal to user-readiness 

   •  Reduces complexity for coordinated Windows 10 transitions 

   •  Facilitates faster transitions with less downtime

PC REFRESH:

   •  Optimizes, replaces inefficient or outdated processes, tools

   •  Aligns,  modernizes, implements image for evolving needs

   •  Facilitates updates, upgrades and best practices



  ZERO-TOUCH IMAGING OVERVIEW

                              FASTER, MORE PRECISE AND ACCURATE:  Our proprietary and 

                              highly automated zero-touch process completes a round trip 

                              image in as little as 200 seconds (16 GB end point, SSD drive) and 

averages 8 minutes for a rotating drive. That’s 75% faster than anything on the 

market. The automated task sequencing eliminates manual tasks such as 

changing computer name or joining the domain. This allows organizations to

remove more than 30 minutes of labor per machine...above and beyond the time 

savings achieved through its unmatched imaging speed.

 

  

   

AUTOMATE AND MIGRATE TOWARDS A

PREDICTABLE, PRECISE & REPEATABLE 

LIFE CYCLE

Persystent allows you an easy means to evolve with 

the introduction of new technologies,  compute 

adjustments, infrastructure growth/contraction, and 

the adaptation of best practices.  Applying Persystent 

as the agent of transformation, IT departments can 

more reliably control the entire PC life cycle through 

automations designed to improve interoperability 

and promote new efficiencies. Our innovative zero-

touch capabilities directly improve:

   •  Thin image build (end-to-end)

   •  PC repair/recovery (self-healing)

   •  Control desired state management

   •  Targeted config management for individuals, 
       functional groups or geographic locations

   •  Integration with ITIL/ITSM

   •  Create Total Economic Impact: low TCO + high ROI

How we do it

Whether it's a patch, application update or authorized 

system upgrade, IT must ensure the compute 

environment is optimized, compliant and secure. 

Using Persystent’s centralized dashboard, schedule, 

test and deploy a new snapshot that only applies

 changes from the previous image--the process is 

noticeably faster and more accurate. And, you can

manage change for a single device or every PC 

under your care. The updated image successfully 

applies on the next PC reboot: 

   •  Update the golden image, test on single image 

       and on scheduled reboot seamlessly distribute 

       image across the identified user PCs.

   •  Increase patch/update distribution success by 
       enforcing standards on end-points before patch.

   •  Purge redundancy via single file repository - not 

       storing 1000 version of the same application.

    •  File-level processing, (not sector-based) means 

        user-specific data, settings and profiles are safe 

        during an snapshot update. 

Persystent pays off.

www.utopicsoftware.com 
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                              SELF HEALING:  Automated self-healing (or on-demand repair) 

                              automatically fixes a corrupted OS back to the  last known desired 

                               state in a single reboot…about 45 seconds.  This addresses the 

multitude and varied of break/fix support calls from users, and maintains the 

integrity of applications and files.  This key capability allows you to get users back 

up and running quickly and without re-imaging or manual intervention.

                              IN-LINE ENCRYPTION PROCESS:  Persystent is the only solution 

                              that successfully prepares a machine with the desired image and 

                              encrypt the drive at the same time. This cuts imaging time nearly 

in half! We support solutions like BitLocker, SafeGuard, PGP, SafeBoot, etc.  Most 

alternatives deploy an image and then apply drive encryption afterwards—

essentially doubling the time to readiness. With Persystent, it’s a concurrent or 

parallel process and machines are user-ready in a fraction of the time.

                              HARDWARE INDEPENDENT Persystent Suite  supports a single 

                              base image that works on all PC makes and models. We auto-

                              matically inject the necessary drivers onto the image once it is 

deployed. This allows you to take a standard captured image and deploy it to 

computers that may be using different mass storage drivers. There's now no 

need to modify each image when any new hardware is introduced. With other 

options, this is a time-draining, admin-heavy manual process that requires the 

creation of several images that incorporate the drivers.

    

Utopic Software is a leading agent to facilitate workspace transformation: End-User Compute  (EUC), 
IT Operations, Unified End Point Management (UEM), and security strategies.

Intelligent workspace transformation starts with automation
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